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T H E  

P H I L O S O P H I C A L  M A G A Z I N E  
A N D  J O U R N A L .  

30 ~ S E P T E M B E R  182~. 

X X V t l .  Memar~ on the Experiments o f  the Pendulum made 
~¢ Captain KATER~ M. B~OT, ~c. B2u WILLtA~I GXL- 
BRAITH# .E$~o A.~L 

T H E  determination of  the figure and m~gnitude of the earth 
has long formed to the philosopher an interesting object 

of research. The attempts of the ancients were very rude 
~md inaccurate~ but still they kept alive that spirit of successive 
improvement by which each observer endeavoured to surpass 
his immediate predecessor, both in the accuracy of his instru- 
ments and file exacUless of his results, till in our times it 
would appear that a very high degree of precision has been 
attained. 

This is sui~iently established by the extensive systems of 
operations lately pert~)rmed in this country, and in France and 
Spain ; by which theShetland and Balearic Isles have been con.- 
nected by actual mensuration~ comprehending an arc of  
e2 ° 5' 29" of  latitude. In the execution of this survey, the 
British on their part have• employed the largest, and most ac- 
curate instruments ever constructed; by this means cutting off 
all those sources of inaccuracy not essentially involved in the 
nature of the question : while the French have used instru- 
ments of small dimensions, but of great ingenuity, correcting 
the errors to which they are thus liable, by ingenious expe- 
dients and appropriate tbrmul~e. 

In the prosecution of the survey, too, the length of the pen- 
dulum oscillating seconds at the more important stations, has 
been deemed an object worthy of being attained, in order to 
promote the objects of science by unfolding the laws that re- 
gulate the structure and figure of the earth; and the instru- 
ments and methods employed by the men of science engaged, 
were as characteristic of the genius and habits of the two na- 
tions in this case as in the former. 

Captain Kater, by selecting a particular property of the 
pendulum, or of an oscillating body, was enabled to dispense 
with formulm necessarily employed by Borda and Biot, by 
that means avoiding the possibility of error to which the me- 
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162 Mr. W.  Galbraith's ~lemarhs ou the Experiments 

thods of the latter ma 9 be liable, going upon the generally 
received principle, that to remove all sources of error~ how- 
ever minute~ is preferable to trusting to their correction. 

W e  believe that the results obtained by the French philo- 
sophers merit great confidence, from the ingenious devices to 
which they, in their researches on tile determination of the 
length of thependulum, had recourse; though we cannot help 
thinking that the method Of Captain Kater, generally speak- 
ing, is, both on account of its simplicity and accuracy, justly to 
be preferred. If  Captain Kater's apparatus, which may still 
perhaps be susceptible of improvement, be more delicate than 
that used by 1V[. Blot, from the irregularities in the density of 
the materials constituting the exterior crust o f  the earth, its 
results may be expected, in particular cases, t o b e  less con- 
sistent with each other, and with the generally received theory 
Of the oblateness of the spheroidal figure of the earth. 

When however observations are made on a considerable 
number of points in an extensive arc of the meridian, it may 
be naturally expected that these small irregularities will tend 
to correct one another, so that an excess in one direction may 
be very nearly counterbalanced by a defect in another, and 
that a mean of the whole being properly obtained, will be 
very near the truth. For this purpose we have applied the 
method of minimum squares to the experiments of Kater and 
Blot, as best calculated to give a true mean result 

It  is demonstrated by file theory of attraction that the 
length of the pendulum is augmented from the equator to the 
pole proportionally to the square of the sine of the latitude, 
in such a manner that, if the length of the pendulum at the 
equator is represented by z, and its absolute variation from 
the equator to the pole by y, l, its length in any other lati- 
tude ;~, will be represented l~y the following equation : 

l = z + g sin2 ~, (1) 
I f  we have two equations of this form, in which 1 and 

m'e determined by observation, we can obtain the values of z 
and 9 ,  1 - -  z + 9 sin~ ,x 

/' -- z + ~d sin~ ~' 
/'--~ = ~ sin~ xt-- 9 sin~ ~ '=9  ( sin2 ~r--sin2 x). 

lI--l  
Hence 9 = sin (~'+ x) sin (~'-~) (2) 

and z = 1--9  sin2 x (3) 
At the equator h=0 ,  and therefore 1 = z as already observed; 

consequently ~ expresses the diminution of gravity fi'om the 

pole to the equator. 
Now, 
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of  the Pendulum made bff Capt. Kater, M. Biot, ~c. 163 

Now, by the doctrine of central forces, if q~ denote the cen- 
trifugal force; ~" the circumference of a circle to diameter 
unity;  r the radius of the given circle in which a body re- 
volves ; t the time of revolution, and g tile gravitating force ; 

4 ~ r  But by the theory of the pendulum, if l is then ~ - - - -  gt--..-.7~- ~ 

its length, g = ~r21; hence by substitution 

4r ~ (4) 

The ratio of the centrifugal force to gravity may be ex- 

pressed by ~ (5) 
The ellipticity or flattening of the earth is from theory 

equal to y5 of the ratio of the centrifugal . . . .  force to gravity, di- 
minished by the fraction obtained from dtvldtng the difference 
of the lengths of the pendulum at the pole and equator by its 
length at the equator ~. Wherefore if ~ denote the ellipticity, 
we obtain 

= x (6) 

But by substituting the value of ~ fi'om equation (4) 

x - - : - -  Y ( 7 )  ÷(_;)9 
r l 

As t in our investigations denotes the time the earth takes 
to perform a rotation about its axis, and is found to be 23 h 
56 ~ 4s.0908~-8616¢s'0908 ; consequently ½t = 43082s'0454, 

w on°o 

S = ~ X r-~-18560626351 z ( 8 )  

Since r is the radius of the equator in Oils case, 1 the length 
of the pendulum there, and y the excess of the length of the 
pendulum at the pole above that at the equator, we must as- 
certain the values of these quantities before the ellipticity can 
be obtained. 

Playfair in his Outlines of Natural Philosophy, voL ii. gives 
for the radius of the equator about 20921153 feet; and Col. 
Lambton in the Philosophical Transactions for 1818 gives 
608¢8 fathoms, or ,865088 feet, for a degree on the equator. 

The radius is therefore = 365088 ×360= 2091800 feet. i mean 
6"2831858 

between this and Playfair's is 20919576 feet, which may be 

21l~cani~ue C~leste, liv. iii. ~ 34. 
X 2 considered 
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164 Mr. W .  Galbraith's ReraarX's on the ExTerimenls 

considered as a very dose approximation to the truth. I f  this 
is substituted in equation (8), it becomes 

20919576 ~ 
e--  ~ X 2o919576+1856062635 z ~ (9) 

Consequently it is now only necessary to determine y and z, 
by means of equations (2) and (3)from the best observations 
on the pendulum, to obtain ~. 

In the Philosophical Transactions for I819, Captain Kater 
gives the following series of experiments on tl~e pendulum: 

Places. 

t .  Unst 
2. Portsoy 
3. Leith 
4. Clifton 
5. Arbury 
6. London 
7. Shanklin 

Latitude. 

60 45' 28 N. 
57 40 59 
55 58 41 
53 27 43 
52 12 55 
51 31 8 
5O 37 24 

Length in 
Sir George 

Shuckburgh's 
Scale. 

, , , ,  

Inches. 
39"17146 
39"16159 
39"15554 
39"14600 
39"14250 
39"I$929 
39"13614 

I f  in formula (1) we substitute the-values sin ~ x, it will give 
the length of the pendulum at each place where the experi- 
ments have been made, when ~y and z are known. In de- 
signating by e,r e~, e3~ &c. the differences between the lengths 
observed mid calculated by the formula, we shall obtain the 
Following equations of condition : 

1. 39~lT146--z--O'7613650y = el 
2. 39"16159--z--0"7142003y= e~ 
3. 39, t5554--z--0"6869483ff= e3 
4. 39"14600--z--0"64555043/= e4 
5. 39"14250--z--O'6246030y= es 
6. 39"13929--z--0"6127966y= e6 
7. 39'13614--z--O'5975166ff= e7 

Now~ to determine the values of y and z by the method of  
minimum squares, that is, in such a manner that the sum of 
the squares of the errors el, e2, e3, &e. m m / b e  tim smatlest 
possible, it is necessary to form the equauons of minimum 

* If a mean of Kater's, Blot's, Sabine's, and Goldinglmm's measures be 
taken, ~ =0"008638-- -~Y, a very simple expression, though in our deter- 

ruination we have preferred the values of y and z deduced immediately 
~ora the observatiom. 

with 
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of the Pendulum made ~ Capt. Kater, M. Biot, ~e. 165 

with relation to 27 and to z. Since the coefficient of z is unity 
in all the preceding equations, the condition of the minimum 
with regard to that unknown quantity will be given hy making 
their sum equal to zero; thus 

274'05252-7 z--4'642980227=0 (I0) 
This equation of the minimum can only take place in so far 

as the sum ot~ the errors shall be nothing. The new condi- 
tion that it expresses, and which the errors ought to satisfy, 
holds not with regard to the method of least squares, but to 
the particular form of the equations above. 

I f  we multiply each equation of condition by the coefficient 
of £/in that equation, we shall have the following results : 

29"8237787-0"7613650 z--0"579676727 , 
27"9692193--0"71¢2003 z--0"510082027 , 
26"8978315 -- 0"6869483 z-- 0"¢718980 ~7, 
25"2707160--0"6455504 z--0"¢16735427, 
24'4485230 -- 0"6246030 z -  0"3901290.y, 
23'9844288 --0"6127966 z--O'3755198.y, 
23"38¢¢933--0"5975161 z-- 0"357026227. 

The sum of all these quantities equalled to ~ero will give 
181"7789856--4"6429802 z~3"101067127----0 (11) 

From equation (10) we get z--39"lS036--0"6632829y, and 
from equation (11) z=39"1513592-0"667904527. Equalling 
these two values of z, we get 27----0"2162022. Hence z =  
39.0069568 -- the length of the seconds' pendulum at the 
equator, and 39in'0069568 + 0"2162022----39in'2231590 "- the 
length of the pendulum at the pole. I f  in equation (1) we sub-- 
stitute the values of y and z determined above, we shall have 

/=39"0069568 + 0"2162022 sin ~ h (12) 
rom which we are enabled to find the length of the pendulum 

by computation. 

1. Unst 
2. Portsoy 
3. Leith 
¢. Clifton 
5. Arbury 
6. London 
7. Shanklin 

Length of the Pendulum 
by Experiment. by Calculation. 

inches. 
39'17146 
39"16159 
39'15554 
39"14600 
39"14250 
39"13929 
39"1361¢ 

inches. 
59'171566 
39"161368 
39"155477 
59'146526 
39"141997 
39"139445 
39"136141 

Differences. 

inches. 
e~+0"000106 
e~--0"000222 
e3--0.00006"3 
e4 + 0"000526 
e~--0"000503 
e6+0"000155 
e~+0'000001 

The 
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166 Mr. W .  Galbraith's Remarks on the ExTeriments 

The sign + denotes that the value by computation is 
greater than that by experiment~ -- less. 

Here  we find, by inspecting the column of differences, that 
the greatest errors fall on the lengths of the pendulum at 
Clifton and Arbury Hill. At  the latter place the length by 
experiment being greater than that by computation, shows 
that the gravitating force is increased by some irregularity in 
the structure of the earth's surface, and thus speaking the 
same language that the zenith sector of Mudge did about 
twenty years ago. The contrary takes place at Clifton. At  
Shanklin. Beacon the error is almost nothing ; it is very small 
at Lexth ; and at Unst, Londbn, and Portsoy, it is but incon- 
siderable, differing only about one or two ten thousandth Tarts 
o f  an inch. 

Returning now to equation (9), since we have found the 
values of 9 and z we have 

20919576 Y--- or, 
~- ~- X 20919576+ 1856062635 x 3"~505779 ~ ' 

e = 0"0086386-- y =0"0086386--0"0055435 = 0"0030951, 
g 

1 or ~ nearly. This value, being derived by the principles 

of minimum squares from the totality of the observations 
made by Capt. Kater between Unst and Dunnose, will, as truly 
as the observations can be depended upon, represent the ellip- 
ticity of the meridian passing nearly through these points. 
I f  we compare Unst and Dunnose together, which are the 
extremities of the series differing by 10 ° 8' 4"  of latitude, we 
shouldget l=39"007336 +0'215565 sin 2 h, and ~=0"003113= 

1 
3--~'2' a compression nearly the same as that derived from the 

mean of the whole, though rather greater. 
W e  shall now treat the experiments made by M. Biot in 

the same manner. 

Places. 

I. Formentera 
2. Figeae 
3. Bordeaux 
4. Clermont 
5. Paris 
6. Dunkirk 
7. Leith 
8. Unst 

North 
Latitude. 

s6  d'N. 
44 36 45 
44 50 26 
45 46 48 
48 50 14 
51 2 10 
55 58 37 
60 45 25 

Decimal 
Pendulum in 
Millimetres. 

m m .  

741"25200 
741"61228 
741 "60872 
741"70518 
741"91749 
742"07703 
742"41343 
742"723136 

Sexagesimal 
Pendulum in 

English Inches. 
inches. 
39'O94187 
39"113189 
39"113002 
39"118088 
39"129285 
39"137700 
39"155442 
39"171776 

Following 
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of the Pendulum made by Capt. Kater, M. Biot, ~ .  

Following here tbemethod  pursued at page 164-5: 
1. 39"094187--z--O'3903417ff=et 
2. 39"113189--z--0"49323709=~ 
3. 3 9 " 1 1 3 0 0 2 ~ z - - 0 " 4 9 7 2 1 7 2 9 = ~  
4. 39" l18088- -z - -O '5136117y= ~ 
5. 39"129285--z--O'5667720y= ~ 
6. 3 9 : 1 3 7 7 0 0 ~ z - - 0 " 6 0 4 5 7 2 3 9 = ~  
7. 39"155442- -z - -0"68693009=~  
8. 39"171776--z--0"76135233= ~ 

From which is obtained z = 39"129084 -- 0"5642543 9" 

167 

Again, 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

15"2600913 -- 0"3903417 z- -  O" 1523666 9 
19"2920719 -- 0"4932370 z--  0"2432826,y 
19"4476573--0"4972172 z--0"2472249 9 
20"0915076--0"5136117 z-- 0"2637970 3 

5. 22"1773831--0'5667720 z--0"3212304 9 
6. 23"6615693--0"6045723 z--0"36550779 
7. 26"8970478--0"6869300 z--0"4718729 3 
8. 29"8235217--0"7613523 z--0"57965779 

From these we obtain z=39"133698--0"585937 y. 
Equating tiffs and the preceding value of z, and we have 

39'129084 --  0"5642543 9 = 39"133698 --0"585937 9, from 
which it follows tha tg=0"212796  , and hence z=39"133698 
- -0"124684=39"009014= the length of file pendulmn at the 
equator, and 39"009014 + 0"212796=39"22181 = the length 
of  the pendulum at the pCe. 

These determinations differ at tile equator by 0"00206 in., 
and at the pole by 0'00135 in. only, fi'om those ofCapt  Kater. 
Whence  l=39"009014 +0"212796 sin 2 ~. 

By substituting for sin 2 x their proper values at the different 
points of observation, we shall have the lengths of ttle pendu- 
lum by computation, which compared with those from experi- 
ment give the dit~rences denoted by el, e~, e3, &c. 

Places. Length of tile Pendulum by Errors. 
Experiment. Calculation. 

1. Formentera 
2. Figeac 
3. Bordeaux 
4. Clermont 
5. Paris 
6. Dunkirk 
7. Leith 
8. Unst 

Inches. 
39"094187 
39"113189 
39"113002 
39"118088 
39"129285 
39"137700 
39"155442 
39"171776 

Inches. 
39'O92O77 
39"113973 
39"11¢820 
39"118309 
39"129621 
39"137665 
39"155190 
39"171027 

et-- 0"002110 
e2+ 0"00078¢ 
ca+0"001818 
e4 -}-0"000221 
e5+0"000336 
ea--O'O00035 
e~--0"000252 
e8--0"000749 

Again, 
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168 Mr. W .  Galbraith*s Remarks  on the JExTeriments 

Again, from these errors we see that the greatest deviation 
takes place at Formentera, and the next  at Bordeaux with 
contrary signs. Indeed the length of  the pendulum by ex- 
periment diminishes from Figeac to Bordeaux ; whereas, since 
the latitude of  Bordeaux is greater than that of Figeac, it 
ought  to increase. Perhaps since the difference of latitude 
between these places is so small, behlg only 131 41", the local 
irregularities and small unavoidable errors of  observation may 
be sufficient to account for this. Indeed it appears to be pre- 
cisely of  such a nature as that which occurred to the late 
General  Mudge in the measurement of an arc of the meri- 
dian, as well as Capt. Kater  at Arbury Hill  ; and ill either 
case it would be unfair to impute it totally to errors on the 
part  of  the observers or their instruments. 

The  compression may now be determined by means of 
equation (9), thus : 

2o919576 o.212796 
e ' - ~  × - -  2o919576+1856o62635 × 3'25075t 39.oo9-6i-4' 

1 
= 0 ' 0 0 8 6 3 8  - -  0'005¢ 55 = 0"00318 S = 314'2" 

This  compression is somewhat greater than that deter_ 

mined fi-om the experiments of Capt. Kater, which was 1 
323"1 • 

T h e  compression resulting from a comparison of the lengths 
o f  the pendulum at the extremities of the arcs, namely, at 

1 
U n s t  and Formentera, is -~ff~, or a little greater than 1 

314 ° 

This  also occurred when we examined the experiments of 
Capt. Kater. 

Two more experiments* have been made which deserve 
to be examined, namely, that made by Capt. Sabine at Mel- 
ville Island in latitude 7¢ ° 47 r 12 tt N., and that at Ma- 
dras by Mr. Goldingham in latitude ]3 ° 41 9" N. Th e  
length of the pendulum at the former place was ascertained 
to be 39"207000 inches 
at the latter 39'023380 
from which we obtain z--39"012710, 9=0"208658 ,  

1 
and e = 0 '0086372--0"0053485-- 0"0032887 = 304.i'" 

On considering the results that have been obtained from all 
these experiments, it appears that the mean compression de- 
rived from all the experiments in each series of  observations, 
is smaller than that deduced from those made at the extremity 

• The writer of this paper had not got the observations of Capt. Hall, 
Mr. Foster, &c. at the time it was written. These will form another com- 
munication. 

of  
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of the Pendulum made by Capt. Kater, M. Blot, ~'c. 169 

of each arc. Thus Capt. Kater's experiments give on the 
1 1 

whole 3~;  while the extremes give 3"~i-' or a little more than 

the preceding. Again, M. Blot's give for the whole @;,  and 
1 

for the extremities ~ somewhat greater. Mr. Goldingham's 
1 

compared with Capt. Sabine's 3-6q-' greater than the mean of 

Kater and Blot, but little more than Blot's extremes. Whence 
we may infer that the compression derived from the length of 
the pendulum at distant latitudes, does not correspond widl 
that inferred from measurements made at intermediate points. 
This, therefore, leads to the conclusion that the earth is not 
regular eidler in its structure, or its figure, or in both. 

The compression, so far as these experiments can be depended 
upon, appears to be LESS when derived from measures of the pen- 
dulum taken at about the latitude of 45 ° zV. than when deduced 
~'om measures obtained at higher and lower latitudes combined. 
This is the more remarkable, as from the measurement of ares 
the contra~ 9 takes place, namely, that by the comparison of ares 
not far distant from 45 ° N., the compression is greater than 
when those at high and low latitudes are compared. It  is 
shown by Delambre that the compression for the are passing 
through France, and nearly bisected by the parallel of 45 °, is 

-L1 about double of that derived fi'om the pendulum ; while 
148' 
the comparison of distant ares, as those of Col. Lambton and 
Mr. Swanberg, from which the Colonel finds a compression 

1 
of -~T6' not differing much from that derived from the pendu- 

lum in latitudes considerably distant, 
I t  is hence evident: that no mean result will correspond to 

all places on the earth's surface ; and as such curious anomalies, 
which, so far as we know, are noticed here for the first time, 
occur in the determination of the value of the same quantity 
when these different methods are employed, no one quadrantal 
arc of the meridian, it is probable, will correspond exactly 
with another, and the metre, the ten millionth part of this arc, 
which the French have adopted as their standard unit of 
measures, has no advantage over any other conventional stand- 
ard well ascertained. 

I t  is also quite clear that we can only arrive at the true 
figure and structure of this globe from the measurements of 
many arcs in almost all latitudes and longitudes practicable, 
accompanied with corresponding experiments on the length 
of the pendulum. The number of operations of this kind is 

Vol. 66. No. 317. Sept. 1824. Y constantly 
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170 Introduction to theSeventhSection 

constantly inereasing under the patronage of the most liberal 
Governments of Europe, and particularly of our own. 

W e  have been informed that Capt. Sabine has been lately 
determining the length of the pendulum at various places on 
the earth's surface; which, from their aecuracy and import- 
anee, cannot fail to be highly interesting in the inquiry to 
which we have now been directing our attention. 

Edinburgh, July 18, 18~3. 

X X V I I I .  Introduction to the Seventh Section of  BESSEL'S 
Astronomical Observations. 

[Continued from p. 109.] 

¢. Flexure of  the Telescope. 

T H E  effect of this flexure on the readings of the circle has 
[aeen determined by two methods : the first is founded on 

a comparison of the zenith distances of a Ursw Minoris obtained 
by reversing the instrument with those observed by reflexion 
from the surface of water; the second seems to be still more 
sure and advantageous, being deduced from a comparison of 
the distances of northern and southern stars measured both 
by direct vision and by reflexion, and therefore independent of 
the reversion of the instrument. Both methods are indepen- 
dent of the divisions of the instrument; the one position of the 
instrument being in the same relation to the zenith as the 
other to the nadir; so that the direct observations in the one 
position, and those obtained by reflexion in the other, depend 
on divisions of the circle which are 180 ° distant from one an- 
other; and consequently are in both cases tile same, the ver- 
niers being likewise diametrically opposite one another. In 
order, therefore, to eliminate the possible errors of division, 
it will be proper to compare the direct observations in one 
position of the instrument with those obtained by reflexion in 
the other. 

These observations have some difiqculty, because the slightest 
draught of air will disturb tile level of ' the  water, and many 
are therefore lost ; they rarely succeed when the wind is from 
the side of the star that is to be observed; and consequently 
the distances of northern and southern stars are rarely ob- 
tained by reflexion from water on the same day. This dif- 
ficulty may be avoided by measuring the distances of the re- 
flected images of stars from a fixed point in the heavens, mad 
by deducing the distances of the stars from the sums of such 
observed distances. 

The fixed point which I have used, not only in these but 
likewise 
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